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Lost At Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries. The New York Times–bestselling author of The Psychopath Test,
Jon Ronson writes about the dark, uncanny sides of humanity with clarity and humor. Lost at Sea reveals
how deep our collective craziness lies, even in the most mundane circumstances.
Lost At Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries by Jon Ronson
Fascinated by madness, strange behaviour and the human mind, Jon has spent his life exploring
mysterious events and meeting extraordinary people. Lost at Sea features the very best of his
adventures. Frequently hilarious, sometimes disturbing, always entertaining, these fascinating stories
of the chaos that lies on the fringe of our daily lives will have you wondering just what we're capable
of.
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries: Amazon.co.uk ...
A collection of writings by Jon Ronson,an author I really enjoy. He seems to find special people and
special circumstances and tells the story in around 15 pages which makes the book easy to drop in and
out of. In this book he looks at the TV show Deal or No Deal, it's contestants and Noel Edmonds. Robbie
Williams and his interest in alien beings.
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries eBook: Ronson, Jon ...
Jon Ronson has always had the ability to tell absurd stories you have never heard of before in an
educational manner, but unlike works like Them, Lost at Sea is much less analytical and more all of the
place. This work is still highly readable, but due to the presentation of the stories and cases, rather
than Ronson’s own analysis.
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries (Audio Download ...
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries is a 2012 book by Jon Ronson which highlights and further
elaborates many of Ronson's magazine articles. Contents. The book is subdivided into six parts, each
comprising four chapters, as follows: Part One: 'What does electricity taste like?' 'Like a planet
around a star.'
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries - Wikipedia
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries by Jon Ronson Jon Ronson has been on patrol with America's reallife superheroes and to a UFO convention in the Nevada desert with Robbie Williams. He's interviewed a
robot and asked her if she has a soul.
Lost at Sea By Jon Ronson | Used | 9781447222576 | World ...
‹ See all details for Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries Unlimited One-Day Delivery and more Prime
members enjoy fast & free shipping, unlimited streaming of movies and TV shows with Prime Video and
many more exclusive benefits.
Amazon.co.uk:Customer reviews: Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson ...
About Lost at Sea. The New York Times –bestselling author of The Psychopath Test, Jon Ronson writes
about the dark, uncanny sides of humanity with clarity and humor. Lost at Sea reveals how deep our
collective craziness lies, even in the most mundane circumstances.
Lost at Sea by Jon Ronson: 9781594631955 ...
New York Times–bestselling author of The Psychopath Test Jon Ronson writes about the dark, uncanny
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sides of humanity with clarity and humor. Lost at Sea —now with new material—reveals how deep our
collective craziness lies, even in the most mundane circumstances.
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries: Ronson, Jon ...
Rebecca Coriam: lost at sea When Rebecca Coriam vanished from the Disney Wonder in March, hers became
one of the 171 mysterious cruise ship disappearances in the past decade.
Rebecca Coriam: lost at sea | World news | The Guardian
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries. By: Jon Ronson. Narrated by: Jon Ronson. Length: 15 hrs and 22
mins. 4.6 out of 5 stars. 4.6 (2,171 ratings) Free with 30-day trial. £7.99/month after 30 days. Cancel
anytime.
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries Audiobook | Jon ...
Jon Ronson is an award-winning writer and documentary maker. He is the author of many bestselling
books, including Frank: The True Story that Inspired the Movie, Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries,
The Psychopath Test, The Men Who Stare at Goats and Them: Adventures with Extremists.
Lost at Sea: The Jon Ronson Mysteries - Jon Ronson ...
Lost at Sea You have chartered a yacht with three friends, for the holiday trip of a lifetime across
the Atlantic Ocean. Because none of you have any previous sailing experience, you have hired an
experienced skipper and two-person crew.

New York Times–bestselling author of The Psychopath Test Jon Ronson writes about the dark, uncanny
sides of humanity with clarity and humor. Lost at Sea—now with new material—reveals how deep our
collective craziness lies, even in the most mundane circumstances. Ronson investigates the strange
things we’re willing to believe in, from robots programmed with our loved ones’ personalities to indigo
children to the Insane Clown Posse’s juggalo fans. He looks at ordinary lives that take on
extraordinary perspectives. Among them: a pop singer whose greatest passion is the coming alien
invasion, assisted-suicide practitioners, and an Alaskan town’s Christmas-induced high school massmurder plot. He explores all these tales with a sense of higher purpose and universality, yet they are
stories not about the fringe of society. They are about all of us. Incisive and hilarious, poignant and
maddening, revealing and disturbing—Ronson writes about our modern world, and reveals how deep our
collective craziness lies, and the chaos stirring at the edge of our daily lives.
Frequently hilarious, sometimes disturbing, always entertaining, these fascinating stories of the chaos
that lies on the fringe of our daily lives will have you wondering just what we're capable of. This
updated edition of Lost at Sea includes the complete text of Frank: The True Story that Inspired the
Movie. Jon Ronson has been on patrol with America's real-life superheroes and to a UFO convention in
the Nevada desert with Robbie Williams. He's met a man who tried to split the atom in his kitchen and
asked a conscious robot if she's got a soul. Fascinated by madness, strange behaviour and the human
mind, Jon has spent his life exploring mysterious events and meeting extraordinary people. Collected
from various sources (including the Guardian and GQ) Lost at Sea features the very best of his
adventures. Portions of this book have appeared previously, in slightly different form, in Out of the
Ordinary, What I Do, the Guardian and GQ.
Updated edition. Now includes the complete text of Frank: The True Story that Inspired the Movie. Jon
Ronson has been on patrol with America's real-life superheroes and to a UFO convention in the Nevada
desert with Robbie Williams. He's met a man who tried to split the atom in his kitchen and asked a
conscious robot if she's got a soul. Fascinated by madness, strange behaviour and the human mind, Jon
has spent his life exploring mysterious events and meeting extraordinary people. Collected from various
sources (including the Guardian and GQ) Lost at Sea features the very best of his adventures.
Frequently hilarious, sometimes disturbing, always entertaining, these fascinating stories of the chaos
that lies on the fringe of our daily lives will have you wondering just what we're capable of. Portions
of this book have appeared previously, in slightly different form, in Out of the Ordinary, What I Do,
the Guardian and GQ (USA).
Soon to be a major motion picture! Now in Paperback: The harrowing adventure-at-sea memoir
("Terrific."-Daniel James Brown) recounting the 2013 search-and-rescue mission for lost Montauk
fisherman John Aldridge. 5:14 a.m. I am floating in the middle of the night, and nobody in the world
even knows I am missing. Nobody is looking for me. You can't get more alone than that. You can't be
more lost. I've got too many people who love me. There's no way I'm dying like this. In the dead of
night on July 24, 2013, John Aldridge was thrown off the back of the Anna Mary while his fishing
partner, Anthony Sosinski, slept below. As desperate hours ticked by, Sosinski, the families, the local
fishing community, and the U.S. Coast Guard in three states mobilized in an unprecedented search effort
that culminated in a rare and exhilarating success. A tale of survival, perseverance, and community, A
Speck in the Sea tells of one man's struggle to survive as friends and strangers work to bring him
home. Aldridge's wrenching first-person account intertwines with the narrative of the massive,
constantly evolving rescue operation designed to save him.
A wide variety of extremist groups -- Islamic fundamentalists, neo-Nazis -- share the oddly similar
belief that a tiny shadowy elite rule the world from a secret room. In Them, journalist Jon Ronson has
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joined the extremists to track down the fabled secret room. As a journalist and a Jew, Ronson was often
considered one of "Them" but he had no idea if their meetings actually took place. Was he just not
invited? Them takes us across three continents and into the secret room. Along the way he meets Omar
Bakri Mohammed, considered one of the most dangerous men in Great Britain, PR-savvy Ku Klux Klan Grand
Wizard Thom Robb, and the survivors of Ruby Ridge. He is chased by men in dark glasses and unmasked as
a Jew in the middle of a Jihad training camp. In the forests of northern California he even witnesses
CEOs and leading politicians -- like Dick Cheney and George Bush -- undertake a bizarre owl ritual.
Ronson's investigations, by turns creepy and comical, reveal some alarming things about the lookingglass world of "us" and "them." Them is a deep and fascinating look at the lives and minds of
extremists. Are the extremists onto something? Or is Jon Ronson becoming one of them?
Bizarre military history: In 1979, a crack commando unit was established by the most gifted minds
within the U.S. Army. Defying all known laws of physics and accepted military practice, they believed
that a soldier could adopt the cloak of invisibility, pass cleanly through walls, and—perhaps most
chillingly—kill goats just by staring at them. They were the First Earth Battalion, entrusted with
defending America from all known adversaries. And they really weren’t joking. What’s more, they’re
back—and they’re fighting the War on Terror. An uproarious exploration of American military paranoia:
With investigations ranging from the mysterious “Goat Lab,” to Uri Geller’s covert psychic work with
the CIA, to the increasingly bizarre role played by a succession of U.S. presidents, this might just be
the funniest, most unsettling book you will ever read—if only because it is all true and is still
happening today.
Before The Perfect Storm, before In the Heart of the Sea, Steven Callahan’s dramatic tale of survival
at sea was on the New York Times bestseller list for more than thirty-six weeks. In some ways the model
for the new wave of adventure books, Adrift is an undeniable seafaring classic, a riveting firsthand
account by the only man known to have survived more than a month alone at sea, fighting for his life in
an inflatable raft after his small sloop capsized only six days out. “Utterly absorbing” (Newsweek),
Adrift is a must-have for any adventure library.
*Winner of the Man Booker Prize* A luminous novel about love, loss, and the unpredictable power of
memory. In this “extraordinary meditation on mortality, grief, death, childhood and memory" (USA
Today), John Banville introduces us to Max Morden, a middle-aged Irishman who has gone back to the
seaside town where he spent his summer holidays as a child to cope with the recent loss of his wife. It
is also a return to the place where he met the Graces, the well-heeled family with whom he experienced
the strange suddenness of both love and death for the first time. What Max comes to understand about
the past, and about its indelible effects on him, is at the center of this elegiac, gorgeously written
novel — among the finest we have had from this masterful writer.
Declared “the best survival book in a decade” by Outside Magazine, 438 Days is the true story of the
man who survived fourteen months in a small boat drifting seven thousand miles across the Pacific
Ocean. On November 17, 2012, two men left the coast of Mexico for a weekend fishing trip in the open
Pacific. That night, a violent storm ambushed them as they were fishing eighty miles offshore. As gale
force winds and ten-foot waves pummeled their small, open boat from all sides and nearly capsized them,
captain Salvador Alvarenga and his crewmate cut away a two-mile-long fishing line and began a desperate
dash through crashing waves as they sought the safety of port. Fourteen months later, on January 30,
2014, Alvarenga, now a hairy, wild-bearded and half-mad castaway, washed ashore on a nearly deserted
island on the far side of the Pacific. He could barely speak and was unable to walk. He claimed to have
drifted from Mexico, a journey of some seven thousand miles. A “gripping saga,” (Daily Mail), 438 Days
is the first-ever account of one of the most amazing survival stories in modern times. Based on dozens
of hours of exclusive interviews with Alvarenga, his colleagues, search-and-rescue officials, the
remote islanders who found him, and the medical team that saved his life, 438 Days is not only “an
intense, immensely absorbing read” (Booklist) but an unforgettable study of the resilience, will,
ingenuity and determination required for one man to survive more than a year lost and adrift at sea.
Raleigh doesn't have a soul. A cat stole it – at least that's what she tells people – at least that's
what she would tell people if she told people anything. But that would mean talking to people, and the
mere thought of social interaction is terrifying. How did such a shy teenage girl end up in a car with
three of her hooligan classmates on a cross-country road trip? Being forced to interact with kids her
own age is a new and alarming proposition for Raleigh, but maybe it's just what she needs – or maybe it
can help her find what she needs – or maybe it can help her to realize that what she needs has been
with her all along. This special hardcover edition of Bryan Lee O'Malley's classic coming-of-age
graphic novel includes previously uncollected shorts and extra bonus material.
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